
A few comments from students who experienced the summer camp:  

We wouldn’t have thought that China was so wonderful. We really enjoyed this trip because people 

in China are really kind and sweet. We also liked the places we visited during these two weeks: the 

most interesting one was the Dazu Rock Carvings, where there were many beautiful sculptures. The 

lessons at the university were excellent and the teacher spoke a really good English. Our belief is 

that everyone must visit China, at least once in their life, because it’s a beautiful country and a 

totally new culture.  

Lorenzo, Federico 

 

It has been amazing. We think we will never forget these two weeks: the interesting lessons in the 

morning, the entertaining city tours, the exciting cruise on the boat, the cute pandas, the different 

food and … the wonderful trip to Beijing. We’d like to thank all the people who took part in this 

unique experience, from Confucius Institute, Chongqing University, and the guides, to the teachers 

and the wonderful people we met during this trip.  

Pietro, Edoardo  

 

The trip to China has been an amazing experience that, we think, everyone has to try at least once. 

All the places we visited were different from what we are used to and it was a really nice and 

surprising feeling to get in contact with such a different culture. Everybody was really nice and we 

had a really great time. The lessons at the university were interesting and useful. The trip to Chendu 

was relaxing, the pandas were absolutely adorable (not that we had any doubts) and we enjoyed it a 

lot. The visits to the centre and the old part of Chongqing were really interesting and we had a lot of 

fun.  The three days in Beijing were an amazing and entertaining adventure that we hope we will be 

able to go deeper into in the future. To sum up, this experience has been fun, interesting, useful and 

it has been an opportunity to get in contact with a different world and with a different culture.  

Matilde, Chiara 

 

I would like to point out that while in Chongqing we all took the HSK2 examination, and we got an 

internationally recognized certification that will be very useful for our future. 

Ilaria 

 

An interesting aspect of this beautiful experience is that we also became friends with lots of 

students from other Italian schools. We had a lot of fun with them. We helped one another with the 

language during classes and we learnt some Chinese from some of them. 

Gabriella 

 


